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Abstract 

Angular distributions of projectile-associated He fragments from Au induced reactions in nuclear emulsions at 10.7 A GeV 
have been measured with a precision of + 0.1 mrad. Two emission components are indubitably appearing, one representing 
fragmentation of a fermionic system while the other one exhibits large transverse momentum transfer. Possible explanations for 
the latter component are discussed. 

Possessing a complete 47r detector with very good 
spatial resolution (about 1 ~m),  electron sensitive 
emulsions are well suited both for investigations of 
event topology and for measurements of angular dis- 
tributions of different kinds of particles from nuclear 
reactions. In high energy heavy-ion collisions it is e.g. 
easy to single out projectile associated helium nuclei 
and measure their angles with very high precision. 

The most gentle kinds of Au induced collisions at 
10.7 A GeV are electromagnetic dissociation and pure 
elastic scattering which we exclude in this investiga- 
tion. For somewhat smaller impact parameters one 
expects fragmentation which is normally described as 
a sudden liberation of a part of a fermionic system 
[ 1,4]. In this paper we will investigate if the emission 
of projectile associated He-fragments is limited to the 
fragmentation region in phase space. However, if com- 
munication between participant and spectator matter 
takes place, He-fragments are expected to be emitted 
also outside this region. If so, it is important to under- 
stand the mechanisms behind this transfer of energy 
and momentum. Some experiments [5-7] at lower 
energies have shown an extended momentum tail of 
the projectile associated fragments. 

Ten stacks containing 30 peilicles of I0 × 10 × 0.06 
cm 3 NIKFI-BR2 emulsions, with a sensitivity of 30 
grains/100 Ixm for a singly charged minimum ionizing 
particle, were exposed horizontally to the 10.7 A GeV 

Au beam of AGS, Brookhaven. 929 minimum bias 
inelastic events giving a mean free path of 4.99 + 0.16 
cm, have been used for this investigation. The KLMM 
Collaboration [8] found an interaction mean free path 
of 4.7 + 0.2 cm, consistent with our value. 

Helium fragments originating from the projectile 
have been selected by the following criteria: (a) an 
emission angle, ~9< 10 °, and (b) a gap density which 
remains constant within two standard deviations for at 
least 6 mm. Only the projected angle in the emulsion 
plane is included in the subsequent investigation since 
the error becomes larger than 0.1 mrad when the dip 
angle must be introduced. 

In addition we measured He fragments from 
A u + A u  interactions in emulsion chambers [9,10]. 
Here, a 250 p.m thick gold foil is placed in front of a 
series of thin plastic sheets, each covered on both sides 
by nuclear emulsion (FUJI ET-7B) [ 10]. The emul- 
sion chambers are exposed perpendicular to the target 
foil. Doubly charged projectile fragments are identified 
by their spot sizes. This may give a minor admixture 
o fZ  = 3 fragments. The emission angles are determined 
from coordinate measurements in the emulsion plane 
placed 4 mm from the Au target foil. In this case the 
error is the same ( = 0.1 mrad) for the two components 
of the emission angle. 

In the subsequent presentation we classify the events 
with respect to the number of He fragments (NHc) and 
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the number of shower (pions and protons) particles 
[ns, d E / d x  < 1.4(dE/dX)r~,]. 

In Fig. I we show the multiplicity distribution of 
projectile-associated He fragments. The tail of the dis- 
tribution extends up to 16 such fragments which is 
about the same as observed in Au interactions with 
emulsion nuclei at 1 A GeV collisions [6] (the solid 
histogram in Fig. 1 ). The mean value is the same in the 
two studies (our data gives N ,c=4 .2+0 .1  as com- 
pared to NH~=4.1 at the lower energy), but this is a 
coincidence since the shape of the distribution is quite 
different. The KLMM Collaboration [8] reports a 
value of N,~ = 4.6 + 0.1 at the BNL energy, quite con- 
sistent with our data. The dashed histogram in Fig. I 
represents a statistical equipartition decay of spectators 
with masses determined by the clean-cut geometry. 
This means that each set of fragments is given its com- 
binatorial weight, 

Zsp~¢ ! 
W z ~ ( N ] ,  N2,  N3 . . . . .  N z ~ )  = V l z ~ r w l ~ N z ~  t ' 

I I Z =  I K L , . )  t v  Z • 

(1) 

provided that 

Z, vec 

z , ~  = y" N~.z, (2) 
Z = I  

where N],  N2, N3 . . . .  Nz ,~  are the number o f  fragments 
wi th  Z = 1, Z = 2, Z = 3 . . . . .  Z = Z.r~ c, respectively, Z,r,~ 

being the charge of the spectator. The calculated Nnc 
distribution averaged over al impact parameters exhib- 
its fewer events with Nm=0,  1 but gives a proper 
description of the high multiplicity tail. The statistical 
equipartition decay of spectators is oversimplified. A 
proper description should incorporate complex decay 
modes [ 11,12 ] based on grand canonical statistics with 
all constraints for finite nuclei invoked but the simple 
approach used here reproduces multiplicities larger 
than 5 astonishingly well. However it will be shown 
below that the impact parameter dependence of the 
multiplicities deviates strongly from the equipartition 
prescription. 

The measurement of projected angles allows us to 
calculate the dispersion of the projected momentum 
distribution under the assumption that the He emitting 
source moves with the velocity of the beam. In Fig. 2 
we show the distribution of the projected angle in the 
horizontal plane (~gx~). This cannot be fitted by one 
single gaussian distribution but possibly by the sum of 
two. If one gaussian is fitted in the region 6~  > 0.001 
rad 2 and then subtracted from the total distribution we 
obtain dispersions of 6.94 mrad and 19.8 mrad, respec- 
tively. This corresponds to (gaussian) momentum dis- 
persions, o', of 322 + 3 MeV/c and 919 + 75 MeV/c or 
average transverse momenta of (Pt )= ¢' -~-2(r=404 

MeV/c and 1152 MeV/c, respectively. Note that these 
values are valid only under the assumption that the 
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emitting source is moving with the velocity of the 
beam. 

In Fig. 2b we used both angular components, O~ 
and Oy~ projected on a plane perpendicular to the beam 
[ 13 ] direction z, (referred to as Op~oj in Fig. 2),  for the 
Au + Au chamber data since the two projected angles 
should be independent. The chamber data have some 
bias against low multiplicity events and therefore 
against peripheral collisions. 

A fermionic breakup should lead to momentum spec- 
tra of  a gaussian type with a width of  [ 1 ] 

t r ( p x ) = t r ( p y ) = x / F ( A - F ) / ( A - 1 )  tr o , (3) 

where F i s  the mass number of  the fragment, A the mass 
of the projectile and tr o =pF/v f5  is approximately 119 
MeV/c  for a fragmenting Au nucleus [ 14]. The exper- 
imental A u + E m  value of tr corresponds to, 
tro= 1 6 2 + 2  M e V / c  for pure 4He emission or to 164 
MeV/c  if we include the expected = 10% 3He contri- 
bution. These values are significantly larger than the 
one expected from a zero temperature fermionic 
breakup. Data on helium emission in collisions with 
somewhat lighter projectiles [ 3,15 ] show the same ten- 
dency. If the larger width is due to any additional, 
collective source of momentum in random direction 
from the Au nucleus one expects an enhanced momen- 
tum dispersion of the type, 

tr2 = o ' 2 F ( A - F ) / ( A -  1) + t r 2 ( F / A )  2 , (4) 

and in any direction (x) ,  0" I = <.o2 > which is the col- 

lective mean squared momentum transfer to the frag- 
menting nucleus. 

The most obvious extra term in Eq. (4) is the one 
coming from Coulomb repulsion between projectile- 
and target nucleus prior to breakup. Assuming full 
Coulomb momentum transfer with a distance of closest 
approach equal to the sum of the radii, we obtain how- 
ever a second term in Eq. (4) of  only ~ 9 0  M e V / c  
giving a total o" of  254 MeV/c  in Eq. (4) if O'o = 119 
MeV/c  is used. This is still too small to account for the 
experimental width. If  in addition a secondary breakup 
of the spectator takes place one obtains a larger addi- 
tional Coulomb component. A up..~e two-body decay of 
the projectile spectator gives ~ (p2)  = 400 M e V / c  for 
the average spectator and therefore .¢,(p2 ) ~ 230 M e V /  
c. This gives o'-~ 330 MeV/c ,  which is very close to 
the experimentally observed value. A strong commu- 
nication between spectator and participant matter may 
of course also lead to an enhanced dispersion. In fact, 
Pt data on forward emission of both protons and neu- 
trons (no secondary Coulomb term) from similar reac- 
tions [ 16] stress the difficulty to separate the true 
spectator component from strongly interacting nucle- 
ons. A collective hydrodynamical "bounce-of f"  effect 
[ 17] could possibly be an alternative explanation for 
the enhanced width of the soft component. 

We now turn to the second, hard component in Fig. 
2 and first note that neither the bounce-off process nor 
any binary Coulomb decay can possibly explain it. 
Instead one may look for the explanation among strong 
interaction processes. Data on elastic and inelastic 
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( p p ~ N N + m ' r r )  nucleon-nucleon scattering are 
rather complete and here we use those from Ref. [ 18 ] 
at --6 GeV/c  where the p 2  distribution are parame- 
trized by two exponentials. If  the coalescence hypoth- 
esis is valid [ 19,20], i.e. that nucleons with positions 
inside a phase-space sphere of radius Po are forming 
bound clusters, the momentum vector distribution of 
fragments is found from the corresponding nucleon 
momentum distribution raised to the power of the 
fragment mass. Performing this calculation with 
the parametrized pp scattering data gives o'x = 
2(~/21d( ln f ) /dP 2 I) -1 - -478+  14 MeV/c and 659 
-t-9 MeV/c for the inelastic p 2  exponentials. This is 
not in agreement with our data but when introducing 
the elastic ( p p ~ p p )  hard component one obtains 
o'x = 880 MeV/c  which agrees both with Au + Em and 
Au + Au data. 

This approach offers no direct explanation for the 
He fragment emission unless we assume that nucleons 
coalesce within a system in statistical equilibrium. Thus 
it would more point to a thermal process than to some 
kind of direct scattering process. If we instead believe 
that He-fragments are emitted in direct scattering proc- 
esses we should look into data for Net and etet scattering. 
Data on free etp scattering at 8.6 GeV/c  [21 ] and eta 
scattering at 7.2 GeV/c  [22] shows that the square of 
the four-momentum transfer (t) to the alpha particle 
can be parametrised in terms of one single exponential. 
Forp± << V~s the approximation t--  - p ~  is valid (s 

is the squared of the CM energy). For up scattering 
(p±>--  170 MeV/c and act scattering gives 
( p ± )  --- 541 MeV/c. This means that ctp scattering can 
be ruled out as the explanation of the hard component 
in Fig. 2. Also etet scattering (o '=430  MeV/c)  has a 
too small dispersion but what then remains to introduce 
is the internal momenta of the He cluster in both nuclei. 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to include many- 
body wavefunctions properly but it is clear that this 
would increase the dispersion of the He fragment 
momenta. 

Finally we investigate possible differences in the 
transverse momentum distribution in events with dif- 
ferent topology. The parameter ns/<n,> is an energy 
independent measure of the impact parameter i.e. the 
number of participants. Fig. 3a shows that the n,-NH~ 
correlation. (NHc> rises with n, up to ~ 6.5 for n~/ 
<ns> -- 2 and then significantly drops for larger n, indi- 
cating that the breakup of the spectator into Z = 1 frag- 
ments becomes dominant. If the equipartition 
prescription is introduced we obtain the dashed curve 
which shows a completely different behaviour. The 
translation is obtained using the geometrical part of the 
Fritiof model [ 23 ]. The discrepancy between this esti- 
mation and the data indicates a more complex relation 
between NH~ and centrality than this approach accounts 
for but also that the data may be sensitive to the specific 
mechanism. 

In Fig. 3b it is shown that the (p± > value, estimated 
under the assumption that the source of emission moves 

/ x  
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Fig. 3. Distribution of (NHe) (a). (p±) (b), and (N,~a( (gp~j > 0.02 rad) )/(NI~) (c) as a function of centrality (n,/(n~)). The solid lines in 
(b) and (c) are only to guide the eye. 
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with the beam velocity, increases monotonically but 
only weakly with n~. If we instead assume that (p ± ) is 
constant the source must slow down considerably in 
order to account for the experimental behaviour. As a 
consequence of the results in Fig. 3b the relative num- 
ber of He fragments in the hard component (taken to 
be those with 0 = > 0 . 0 2  rad, c.f. Fig. 3c) increases 
with n~. 

We have measured multiplicity and angular distri- 
butions of He-fragments emitted in A u + E m  and 
Au + Au interactions at 10.7 A GeV/c. We observe two 
components in the angular distribution, one soft com- 
ponent and one hard. The soft component can be under- 
stood by fermionic breakup if additional Coulomb 
repulsion is introduced and if one assumes that the 
process occurs in two steps; the excited fragment is 
formed and decays afterwards. The understanding of 
the hard component is not complete. We have discussed 
act and ctp quasi elastic scattering as possible candi- 
dates. Also other kinds of processes where the com- 
munication between spectator and participant matter is 
strong are potential candidates for explaining the hard 
He component. The dependence of the momentum dis- 
tribution on centrality is quite weak. 
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